## BOOZ ALLEN CYBERSECURITY

As the nation’s largest cybersecurity services provider, we’re anticipating what’s next and defending against the toughest adversaries.

### CYBERSECURITY AT-SCALE
- Secure cyber across 4 continents
- We secure 80% of the federal gov
- Serve nearly every agency across U.S. federal, defense, and intelligence
- Trusted by leading financial, energy, high-tech digital, pharmaceutical, and automotive companies

### MISSION-DRIVEN INNOVATION
- Enhance **Secure Connected Health** in partnership with health regulators, manufacturers, delivery providers
- **5G LAB**
  - Design and test mission-critical security applications in our carrier-grade 5G lab
  - Identify cyber vulnerabilities and harden defenses across industrial control systems (ICS) and weapon platforms in our operational technology (OT) labs
  - Improve enterprise security posture with SnapAttack™, a Booz Allen-developed collaborative purple teaming platform
- Help clients stay ahead of cyber threats through Dark Labs’ advanced research and technology incubation

### 5,000+ 10,000+ cyber-focused professionals, collectively holding nearly advanced certifications

### BOOZ ALLEN IS YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER
- Member of the O-RAN ALLIANCE
- Leader in cloud security, partnering with:
  - Trusted by all of DoD’s Cyber Commands and all national level cyber centers
  - Space ISAC founding member
  - NSA Trusted Integrator
  - NVIDIA Global Consulting Partner

### OUTCOME-FOCUSED
- Defend all of the nation’s critical infrastructure sectors
- Respond and mitigate 100+ incidents annually in Fortune 500 and Global 2000 companies—including major global attacks (NotPetya, WannaCry, SolarWinds, COVID-19 ransomware)
- Provide advanced insight with in-house Cyber Hunt Defense Stack, a cloud-native streaming analytics data pipeline built for cyber

### RESILIENT OPERATIONS
- Detect adversaries before they attack by infusing intelligence-grade tradecraft, AI, threat hunting, monitoring 50+ advanced persistent threats, and continuous red teaming
- Increase resilience and readiness with cyber-physical vulnerability testbeds for land, air, sea, space
- Modernized and support 130+ Security Operations Centers and Cyber Fusion Centers
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**BOOZ ALLEN IS YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER**

**SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTERS AND CYBER FUSION CENTERS**

**TRUSTED BY ALL OF DOD’S CYBER COMMANDS AND ALL NATIONAL LEVEL CYBER CENTERS**

**MEMBER OF THE O-RAN ALLIANCE**

**NSA TRUSTED INTEGRATOR**

**SPACE ISAC FOUNDING MEMBER**

**AWS...**

**MICROSOFT AZURE**

**CLOUD SECURITY ALLIANCE**

**NVIDIA GLOBAL CONSULTING PARTNER**
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MARQUEE OFFERINGS

ADVANCED CYBER DEFENSE
We reduce vulnerabilities, identify threats, and enhance defenses for faster detection, quicker response.

CYBER RISK: Our cyber threat-centric approach helps to quickly identify and prioritize cyber vulnerabilities to implement a resilient defense. Managing cyber risk thresholds promotes improved organizational readiness.

CYBER ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING: We help clients deploy the best hardware and software solutions to meet the evolving cyber threat landscape while remaining aligned with your cyber strategy and operations plan.

CYBER DEFENSE OPERATIONS: We equip organizations to focus on preventive activities to keep ahead of attackers, contain incidents, and build robust recovery plans.

DATA INTEGRATION AND ADVANCED ANALYTICS: We enable trusted data sharing and advanced analytics from enterprise to the tactical edge with an integrated data platform.

CYBER-ENABLED PLATFORMS
We assess and harden system security at the intersection of cyber and physical platforms.

OPERATIONAL TECHNOLOGY/INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS (OT/ICS): With a unique perspective born from supporting OT solutions across markets, we provide a hands-on, mission-focused approach to OT security. Our cutting-edge approach enables broad visibility and secure OT.

WEAPON SYSTEMS SECURITY: We deliver a complete solution to secure weapon systems in alignment with the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) 1647 and 1650.

RESILIENT POSITIONING, NAVIGATION, AND TIMING (PNT): We protect mission-critical technology in all domains. System security for defense forces, businesses, and critical infrastructure depend on protecting access to trusted and assured PNT.

CLOUD SECURITY: Integrating best-in-class solutions, we help secure workloads and protect data by deploying a secure cloud environment that’s designed to meet your needs while fulfilling regulatory requirements.

FIFTH-GENERATION (5G) MOBILE TECHNOLOGY SECURITY: By addressing the whole 5G solution—from architecture and orchestration to integration and security—we provide you with mission-focused resilient edge services.

SECURE CONNECTED HEALTH: We bring together the entire healthcare community—including medical device manufacturers, regulators, and medical providers—to build safe and cybersecure health ecosystems.

Recognized as a Leader in Cybersecurity
Gartner Ranked Booz Allen 7th Worldwide, 2020, for Security Consulting Services (4/2021)
Booz Allen Named to Fortune’s “World’s Most Admired Companies” List for 10th Straight Year (2/2021)
Frost & Sullivan Recognized Booz Allen as 2020 Cybersecurity Market Leader (12/2020)
Frost & Sullivan Ranked Booz Allen #1 in North America for Total Managed Professional Security Services (12/2020)
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